Abstract-Deterministic models of bacterial genetic circuits commonly assume a well-mixed ensemble of species. This assumption results in ordinary differential equations (ODEs) describing the rate of change of the mean species concentration. It is however well known that species are non-homogenously distributed within a bacterial cell, where genes on the chromosome are found mostly at the center of the cell while synthetic genes residing on plasmids are often found at the poles. Most importantly, ribosomes, the key gene expression resource, are also arranged according to a non-homogenous profile. Therefore, when analyzing the effects of sharing gene expression resources, such as ribosomes, among synthetic genetic circuits and chromosomal genes, it may be important to consider the effects of spatial heterogeneity of the relevant species. In this paper, we use a partial differential equation (PDE) model to capture the spatial heterogeneity of species concentration. Solutions to the model are gathered numerically and approximations are derived via perturbation analysis in the limit of fast diffusion. The solutions are compared to those of the conventional "well-mixed" ODE model. The fast-diffusion approximation predicts higher protein production rates for all mRNAs in the cell and in some cases, these rates are more sensitive to the activation of synthetic genes relative to the well-mixed model. This trend is confirmed numerically using common biological parameters to simulate the full PDE system.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Synthetic genetic circuits are usually designed by assembling modules that have been previously characterized in isolation [1] . Because circuit modules all share the same limited resources required for gene expression, chiefly ribosomes, the composition of modules often creates unpredictable outcomes. In fact, when an input signal activates a synthetic circuit which demands resources, it depletes the resource pool and thus decreases the output of all other circuits in the network. This undesired cross-talk between circuits, prevents robust performance of modules and of the network in which these modules are embedded. In [2] , it was shown that the expression levels of two synthetic genes with no direct coupling were constrained to an isocost line due to ribosome sharing. This cross-talk is not limited to local interactions; over-producing synthetic proteins decreases free ribosomes and thus lowers cellular growth rates [3] .
It is desirable to use models that accurately capture ribosome sharing to gain insight into designing circuits within parameter ranges where cross-talk is minimal [4] , as well as to guide the design of solutions that mitigate the effects of resource-sharing [5] , [6] . Current models, including the commonly used Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) This work was supported by AFOSR grant FA9550-14-1-006 . Carlos Barajas and Domitilla Del Vecchio are with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA carlobar@mit.edu (C. Barajas), ddv@mit.edu (D. Del Vecchio) model, assume that all the species in the cell are wellmixed, and as such, do not capture any spatial heterogeneity. However, ribosomes tend to localize and therefore are not homogeneously distributed throughout the cell [7] . Furthermore, circuits tend to localize at the cells ends [8] , away from the chromosome which is near mid-cell. These spatial features complicate ribosome transactions and raise doubt on whether the well-mixed model has sufficient fidelity to capture the effects of ribosome sharing on circuit behavior.
In this work, we propose a model of ribosome-sharing in E. coli that captures the experimentally observed nonhomogeneity of biomolecular species in the cell and investigate the coupling between the expression levels of otherwise unconnected genes. Specifically, we formulate a partial differential equation (PDE) model that captures the aforementioned spatial features and ribosome sharing to predict protein expression. The resulting nonlinear PDEs are solved numerically using a collocation method. Furthermore, via matched asymptotic expansions, an approximation is provided in the limit of fast diffusion.
Our analysis suggests that in the limit of fast diffusion, the mRNA and ribosome spatial concentration profiles are not homogeneous due to the spatially varying available volume for the species to diffuse. For the fast-diffusion approximation, all mRNAs in the cell have a higher affinity to bind to ribosomes relative to the standard "well-mixed" ODE model. The increased affinity between mRNAs and ribosomes implies higher protein production rates for all mRNAs in the cell and under specified assumptions, these rates are more sensitive to the activation of synthetic genes. These trends are confirmed by numerical solving the full PDE model using biologically realistic parameters. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive the PDE model that we study in this paper. We consider the input to the system of PDEs to be the activation of a synthetic gene and the output to be the average concentration per cell of the expression level of all other genes. In Sec. III, matched asymptotic expansions are used to calculate an approximation of the PDE in the limit of fast diffusion. The implications of this approximation are provided in Sec. IV. In Sec. V an example with realistic biological parameters is provided. We end with conclusions and future work.
II. RIBOSOME SHARING MODEL
In this section, we derive a PDE model that captures the spatial distribution of genes (chromosome or plasmid), diffusion of species, and ribosome sharing among mRNAs. The resulting equations are then cast in dimensionless form. The inputs and outputs of the resulting system of PDEs are Fig. 1 : Cylindrical cell geometry. The distance between the midcell and the poles is . The horizontal dashed line denotes an axes of symmetry and the vertical dashed line denotes symmetry about the mid-cell. Plasmid genes are expressed at the cell poles. Endogenous cellular mRNAs are expressed along the chromosome (green line) whose density decreases away from mid-cell (increasing ). A higher chromosome density at a location implies a lower available volume ( ) for diffusion. mRNAs diffuse through the chromosome and compete for ribosomes. specified and are used to determine how the activation of a synthetic gene affects the expression of other genes, on the chromosome or on plasmids. The well-mixed ODE model is then introduced for comparison with the PDE model.
A. Geometry and General Diffusion Model
The cell actively regulates its geometry to achieve a nearperfect cylindrical shape [9] . We model the cell as a cylinder of length ( ). We assume angular and radial symmetry such that the concentration of a species varies only axially (the spatial direction). Symmetry relative to the mid-cell is assumed and hence only half of the cell is considered. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1 .
For any given biomolecular species in the cell , conservation of the number of molecules leads to the one-dimensional balance equation (as derived in [10] ):
Here denotes time, ( , ) is concentration per unit length, ( ) is the cross-sectional area, ( , ) is the flux per unit area per unit time, and ( , , ) is a sink or source term (e.g., biochemical reactions). We define ( ) to be the volume fraction (dimensionless) available to a species to diffuse within the chromosome (Fig. 1) . The ( ) depends on the local chromosome density at position and the size of the species. An expression for the flux term, derived in [13] is:
where is the diffusion coefficient. The flux is driven by two mechanisms: the first is concentration gradients, which moves particles from high to low concentrations and the second drives particles to regions with a higher volume fraction. This second mechanism is refereed to as the excluded volume effects. From (2) 
( ) > 0, then the net flux counterintuitively goes from low to high concentration. In Sec. IV, we show that the excluded volume effects are responsible for allowing inhomogeneous concentration gradients in the limit of fast diffusion. For this work, we assume a constant cross-sectional area along the axial direction. The boundary conditions (BC) are flux-free at the cell poles and at the cell center due to left-right symmetry:
Next, we specify the term ( , , ) in (1) by giving the biomolecular reactions that describe the sharing of ribosomes by endogenous and synthetic mRNA species.
B. Diffusion in a Ribosome Sharing Context
Suppose the cell contains = 1 + 2 mRNA transcribing genes ( 1 endogenous and 2 synthetic). The transcribed mRNA is denoted as ( , ) for = 1, 2, . . . , , each binding to free ribosomes ( , ) to form an mRNAribosome complex ( , ), which is converted to protein ( , ) through the translation process [11] . The corresponding biochemical reactions are [12] 
where is the rate of mRNA degradation; is the dilution constant due to growth rate; and are the association and dissociation constants, respectively, of mRNA-ribosome binding; and is the rate at which proteins are synthesized. The mRNA transcription profile = ( , ) determines whether ( , ) is transcribed from endogenous or synthetic genes. The rate at which ribosomes are produced is ( , ). We use to denote the average diffusion coefficient of the mRNA-ribosome complex's, which includes free mRNAs as in [13] . Similarly denotes the free-ribosome diffusion coefficient. The available volumes for mRNA, mRNAribosome complex, and free ribosomes are:
, , and , respectively. For simplicity, as done in [2] , [5] , [6] , we consider to be an mRNA species loaded with the average number of ribosomes. This differs from [13] , where they allowed to exist in multiple states each corresponding to the mRNA loaded with different amount of ribosomes.
For simplicity, we lump all endogenous genes into one equivalent gene ( 1 = 1) and assume that their mRNAs are synthesized at a constant temporal rate with a spatial profile given by:
, is the normalized local DNA density in the cell, empirically calculated in [13] . The constant , , is chosen such that the total transcription in the cell¯= 2 ∫︀ 0 ( ) . The production of ribosomes is given by:
( ) = , ( ), such that 2 ∫︀ 0 ( ) =¯for some specified cumulative ribosome production¯in the cell. We have assumed the production rate of ribosomes to be independent of other endogenous proteins, an assumption that may be violated for large changes in endogenous protein levels. For synthetic DNA expressed from a plasmid, the mRNA transcription profile ( ) is concentrated near the cell poles ( = ) [14] , such that 2 ∫︀ 0 ( ) =¯, to achieve a total production of that synthetic mRNA per cell. The localization of endogenous DNA mid-cell and of plasmid DNA in the cell poles is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
We work with variables and parameters in their dimensionless form to identify the underlying time and length scales that govern the physics of the model. We nondimensionalize the system variables using the mRNA degradation ( ) as the characteristic time scale, the endogenous mRNA per length ( , ) as the characteristic concentration per length scale, and the length of the cell ( ) as the characteristic length:
where denotes some general concentration per unit length and the superscript of * is used on the dimensionless variable. All concentrations are related to the endogenous mRNA production because it is typically known. The dimensionless mRNA and complex dynamics for = 1, 2, . . . , are given by:
(5b) where
= 2 , * = , and
The ribosome dynamics are:
where
. The boundary conditions remain flux-free as in (3) for all species. A quantity of interest is the mean mRNA-ribosome complex given by:
which we therefore view as the output of the system of PDEs given in equations (5a)-(5c). The factor two accounts for the other symmetric half of the cell. We are interested in * ( * ) because it serves as a proxy for gene expression. The production rate of protein * is given by * and it is the quantity sensitive to fluctuations in ribosome concentration. The output is taken in terms of concentrations per cell for comparability with the commonly used ordinary differential equation (ODE) model, which assumes that the contents in the cell to be spatially homogeneous (referred to as "wellmixed" [15] ). Furthermore, concentrations per cell are often the variables measured experimentally [16] .
For the remainder of this paper, we proceed with the assumption that all variables are in their dimensionless form and hence, for ease of notation drop the * superscript.
C. Inputs and Outputs
To quantify the extent to which the activation of a synthetic gene affects the mean expression of other genes ( in (5d)), we let the input of system (5) be mRNA production rate ( , ), for some . For a variable ( , ), the per cell concentration is denoted using an overbar and it is given by: ( ) = 2 ∫︀ 1 0 ( , ) . Therefore, the spatially averaged dynamics of (5) are given by:
Even though (6) is written in terms of ODEs, to calculate , the PDEs must be solved because (7) depends on the PDE variables ( , ), ∀ and ( , ). However, in Sec. IV, we show that in the limit of fast diffusion, (7) depends solely on the available volume profiles and hence the PDEs can be bypassed. For comparison, we define the well-mixed model.
Definition 1: The well-mixed ODE model is given by setting ( ) = 1, ∀ ∈ [0, ∞), ∀ in (6) and (7).
The term (7) can be interpreted as a modification to which is a measure of the affinity between the mRNA and ribosome. Hence, provides a measure to compare how close the average concentrations predicted by the PDE model are to those of the "well-mixed" ODE model.
Lemma 1: Suppose that at some fixed , ( , ) and ( , ) (as in (7)) are both strictly monotone in . If > 0, then > 1. If < 0, then < 1. Equality holds ( = 1) if and only if either ( , ) or ( , ) are constant in . Proof: This follows from applying the Chebyshev Integral Inequality [17] to (7) .
Thus, if > 1, it implies that has a higher affinity to ribosomes relative to the well-mixed model.
III. ANALYSIS: LIMIT OF FAST DIFFUSION
For a given species with diffusion coefficient , the time scale associated with diffusion is given by = 2 . In E. coli, diffusion is fast due to its small length ( = 1.5 m). The diffusion time of a protein across the cell is about 0.01 seconds, which is fast compared to the cell doubling time (greater than 20 minutes) and mRNA degradation, which is about 3 minutes [18] . In what follows, we use matched asymptotic expansions in time to derive an approximation for (5) in the limit of fast diffusion [19] . If the available volume fraction term in (2) were spatially constant, then the results in [20] could be directly applied. However, due to the space varying available volume fraction term in (2), this approximation cannot be readily derived. Thus, in the following section we provide the mathematical machinery needed to derive a fast-diffusion approximation to (5) . 
The proof of (I) and (II) follow from Sturm-Liouville theory [21] . To prove (III), notice ℒ = and taking the inner product of both sides with , using orthonormality, and integrating by parts:
The minimum of (8) is achieved ( 0 = 0) for 0 = ( ∫︀ Ω ) −1/2 , since ℒ ( 0 ) = 0 and || 0 || 2 = √︀ ( 0 , 0 ) = 1 and therefore > 0, ∀ > 0. Next, we introduce a general system and approximate its solution in the limit of a parameter approaching zero. In Sec. IV, after a change of coordinates, we apply the results of the analysis to (5) in the limit of fast diffusion.
For ∈ R and to each we attach a ( ) : Ω → (0, 1] which is twice continuously differentiable. Consider the system:
: Ω × R → R , and 00 : Ω → R and 00 ∈ 2 (Ω).
It is assumed that is twice continuously differentiable in both of its arguments and ≥ 0 when ∈ Ω and = 0. These assumptions guarantee well-posedness of (9) [22] .
B. Approximate solution through Matched Asymptotic Expansions
Let = 1 , with 0 < ≪ 1 such that (9a) becomes:
subject to (9b) and (9c). To obtain an approximate solution to (10) as → 0 + , we use the Method of Matched Asymptotic Expansions [19] , which is often used for singularly perturbed systems (see [20] , for example). The following preliminary claim is needed to carry out the expansion.
Claim 1: For a continuously differentiable function ( ) : Ω → R + and some 00 ( ) ∈ 2 (Ω), the solution to:
is given by =
Proof: Assume the solution is in the form ( , ) = ( ) ( ) and thus
notice that is an eigenvalue of ℒ and ( ) is the associated eigenfunction. Thus from Lemma 2, the solution can be written as ( , ) = 0 ( ∫︀
Since { } forms an orthonormal basis of 2 (Ω), the initial conditions are satisfied and any other solution can be written in terms of { }, justifying the separation of variables. Notice 00 ( ) = ∑︀ ∞
=0
and by orthogonality ( 00 , 0 ) = ( 0 0 , 0 ) = 0 and thus 0 = ( 00 , 0 ) . Here = 1 > 0. Theorem 1: An approximate solution to (10) subject to (9b) and (9c) as → 0 + , is given by:
where > 0 and ( ) satisfies:
where = [ 1 , . . . , ] . Proof: To study the fast dynamics of (10), we introduce the fast time scale = / and the inner solution of (10) in ( , , ), which is required to satisfy:
with the initial and boundary conditions given in (9b)-(9c). Assume the asymptotic expansion of in in terms of :
where each satisfies the boundary conditions in (9b) and
Substituting (15) into (14) and collecting the (1) terms, we obtain:
The solution to (16) is given by Claim 1 and thus:
To determine the dynamics governed by the slow time scale , we introduce the outer solution out ( , , ), and require it to satisfy
along with the boundary conditions in (9b). Rather than satisfying the initial conditions (9c), we require out ( , → 0, ) = in ( , → ∞, ). We assume the following asymptotic expansion of out in terms of :
where each^satisfies (9b). Substituting (17) into (10), yields:
where (18) and (19) were obtained by collecting the IV. IMPLICATIONS TO RESOURCE SHARING Next, we apply the theoretical findings from Sec. III to the PDE system (5) after a change of coordinates and obtain an approximate solution in the limit of fast diffusion. We discuss the implications of the approximation in the context of ribosome sharing and compare to the well-mixed model.
A. Approximate Solution
Claim 2: Let = [ , 1 , . . . , , 1 , . . . , ] be the species corresponding (5) and = 2 +1. For each species we let ( ) :Ω → (0, 1] be the associated available volume profile. Assume ( ) and ( ) are sufficiently smooth ∀ and = = = 1 , then as → 0 + :
where > 0 and ( ) = [ , 1 , . . . , , 1 , . . . , ] is the solution of (6) with (7) given by
The spatial averaged solution is given by,
Proof: Denoting ∈ R such that = / , then the dynamics are in the form given by (9) where 00 = ( , 0)/ ( ) and = , . Thus, applying Theorem 1 we arrive at (20) and (20b). Finally, (20c) follows from the discussion in Remark 1.
Thus, in the limit of fast diffusion, any initial spatial distribution ( , 0) will converge to a spatial profile mirroring the available volume profile ( ) (not homogenize) on a fast time scale associated with diffusion. The spatial average value per cell ∫︀ Ω ( , 0) is conserved during this fast transient. Thereon, the reaction dynamics take place on this spatial manifold. Since concentrations per cell are given by (20c), it implies that to compute the output (5d) in this limiting case, one can bypass solving the PDEs in (5). Rather, one solves the ODE model (6) with (7) given by (20b).
B. Implications of Approximate Solution
If (7) is given by = , ∀ , then: when = 1, (6) coincides with the well-mixed model and when is given by (20b), (6) coincides with the fast-diffusion approximation. We now determine how these different values of affect the output of interest (5d). For these two cases can be treated as a system parameter.
First, we bound (20b). In [13] the available volume profiles are all strictly monotonically increasing since the chromosome density was experimentally observed to monotonically decrease away from mid-cell and by definition the profiles are bounded below by zero and above by one. Thus leading to the following clam:
Claim 3: For (20b), suppose that there exists , , ,
, and ( ), ( ) are strictly monotonically increasing for ∀ ∈ [0, 1], then:
4 . Proof: By Lemma 1, > 1 and by the Grüss inequality [17] :
The results of Claim 3 imply that the effective affinity of each mRNA to a ribosome is higher for the fast-diffusion approximation (20) compared to the well-mixed model. For the reminder of this section, we determine the implications of this result on the overall magnitude of and how sensitive this quantity is to the activation of a synthetic gene.
We consider the steady state concentrations ( → ∞) of the ODEs in (6) to determine . We define the total mRNA , = + and total ribosomes = + ∑︀ =1 . Thus, from (6):
The steady states of (21) are: , =1 + and =¯. Denoting the dimensionless dissociation constant as , = 1+ + , the steady state of the ODEs in (6) are given by
1+
/ , and
Claim 4: Let ( , ) be given explicitly and ( ) implicitly by (22) , with = , ∀ , where , , , , and are fixed parameters. Then, and are monotonically increasing and decreasing, respectively, with . Proof: We show > 0 and < 0 independent of . Taking the absolute derivative with respect to in (22):
and noting the positivity of and implies < 0, ∀ , as desired. Similarly:
Claim 3 and Claim 4 imply that the predicted by the fast-diffusion approximation is higher than that of the wellmixed model at the expense of .
As discussed in Sec. II-C, the input to the system (5) is ( , ) for some . In terms of concentrations per cell, as in (6) , this input at steady state is denoted as = 2 ∫︀ Ω ( , → ∞). Solutions of the well-mixed model and the fast-diffusion approximation (20) , do not depend on the spatial form of ( , ) explicitly, but rather . From (21), a higher increases , , and from (22), this decreases and , ∀ ̸ = . To quantify how increasing decreases , ̸ = , for the fast-diffusion approximation relative to the well-mixed model, let = , ∀ and define
Here, Δ ( , ) is the normalized sensitivity of to for a general ≥ 1 (as in the fast-diffusion approximation) and Δ ,1 ( ) for the well-mixed model.
Next, we compute (23) using (22) in the special case where / , ≪ 1, ∀ (as assumed in [2] ). We are interested in how Δ ( , ) varies as increases; however, increasing may violate the assumption that / , ≪ 1. The following claim provides conditions when / , ≪ 1, ∀ may be assumed for all ≥ 1. 
and (22) in terms of reads:
. Assuming is bounded above, → 0 as → ∞. This is true only if
and hence the desired result:
Thus,
serves as an upper bound of for all ≥ 1. With this upper bound we can make assumptions that allow us to compare Δ ( , ) with Δ ,1 ( ) in the special case where / , ≪ 1, ∀ and ensure this assumption is valid even as → ∞. This is demonstrated below. . If (23)) for > 1 and > 0 . Proof: By Claim 5,
which decreases with increasing .
Thus, when / , ≪ 1, ∀ , is more sensitive to , ̸ = for the fast-diffusion approximation than in the well-mixed model.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, the PDE system (5) is used to illustrate how the activation of a synthetic gene impacts plasmid and chromosome genes. These predictions are both gathered numerically (Sec. VI-B) and compared to the well-mixed model (Def. 1) and the fast-diffusion approximation (20) .
A. Parameter Values
For the PDEs in (5), we let: 1 ( ) correspond to the lumped endogenous genes, 2 ( ) correspond to a plasmid gene with 2 produced at a constant rate, and 3 ( ) correspond to a plasmid gene with 3 produced at a variable rate. The transcription profile for the endogenous gene 1 ( ) = ( ) which is defined in Sec. II-B. For the plasmid genes (7) given by = 1, ∀ and for the fast diffusion approximation, (7) is given by (20b). We define to be a factor that multiplies all diffusion coefficients. If = 1, then the diffusion coefficients are at their nominal values given in Table I .
B. Results
Numerical solutions to (5) with with the parameters described above are presented here and compared to the fast-diffusion approximation (20) and to the conventional well-mixed ODE model (Definition 1). The steady state spatial profile of the endogenous mRNA-ribosome complex 1 ( , → ∞) when 3 = 0 (no input) for several values of diffusion ( ) is shown in Fig. 2 along with the fast-diffusion approximation. For the nominal diffusion level, = 1, the spatial profile is near that of the approximate solution. This agreement improves for = 10 2 . For the slow diffusion case = 10 −6 , the spatial profile is concentrated near midcell where most of the endogenous DNA is located. While not shown, for 2 ( , → ∞), at fast diffusion it converges to the approximate solution. As diffusion slows down, it concentrates near the cell poles where the synthetic DNA is expressed. This spatial separation of mRNAs expressed from plasmids and the chromosome in the limit of slow diffusion, implies that there is minimal cross-talk between plasmid and chromosome genes. This point is illustrated next.
For (5), as 3 is expressed (increasing input 3 ), we characterize how this affects 1 and 2 . These results are shown in Fig. 3 for several values of diffusion . The nominal = 1 and fast diffusion = 10 2 cases agree with the wellmixed case. This is expected since for the ( ) and ( ) used in the simulations, = 1.02 as in (20b). For slow diffusion = 10 −6 , 1 becomes significantly less sensitive to the expression of 3 while 2 is more sensitive. This is expected since, for slow diffusion, mRNAs localize where they are transcribed: endogenous mRNAs near mid-cell while the plasmid mRNAs in the cell poles. (6) with (7) given by = 1, ∀ ). Table I provides the other parameters used.
The available volume profiles ( ) and ( ), depend on the size and geometry of each species and the chromosome density [13] . Thus, these profiles can vary based on experimental conditions and compromise the agreement seen in Fig. 3 between the = 1 case and the well-mixed model. To illustrate this, we modify ( ) and ( ) (as specified in Sec. VI-A) to increase the value of given by (20b) and evaluate the discrepancies between the PDE (5), well-mixed model, and the fast-diffusion approximation (20) . When 3 = , we define Fig. 4 , we show the protein production rate normalized by the well-mixed prediction (A) and Δ 1 and Δ 2 (B) as varies. These are shown for several values of diffusion, . We observe that the expression of 1 and 2 increases with . For = 1, the increase in expression of 2 is higher than that of 1 , but as diffusion increases ( = 10) they increase by the same amount. Δ 1 and Δ 2 are more sensitive to 3 relative to the well-mixed model as increases. As diffusion increases (see = 10), the numerical predictions converge to the analytical one. These results are consistent with the theoretical predictions from Sec. IV.
The results from Fig. 4 , imply that: even though solutions to (5) can be gathered numerically, depending on the application and system parameters, the ODEs associated with the fast-diffusion approximation (20) can be an alternative. Due to the computational cost, it is advantageous to bypass numerically solving the PDEs in (5).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a ribosome-sharing PDE model that captures the spatial distribution of ribosomes and DNA in the cell, which is not accounted for by common ODE models. The PDE can be used to characterize the coupling between genes due to ribosome sharing. Specifically, we investigated the affects of an input signal that activates a synthetic gene on the output expression rate of other genes. The resulting nonlinear PDEs were solved numerically. Through perturbation analysis, we showed that in the limit of fast diffusion that mRNA and ribosome spatial profiles are not homogeneous. The profiles mirror the available volume profiles and their monotonicity implies that all mRNAs in the cell have a higher affinity to bind to ribosomes relative to the standard "well-mixed" ODE model. This increased affinity implies higher protein production rate for all mRNAs in the cell, and in some cases (see Claim 6 ), the production rate is more sensitive to the activation of a synthetic gene. These results were observed numerically for the full PDE system using known biological parameters found in the literature. With these parameters, the well-mixed ODE model and PDE model matched well. We provided an example where these two models do not agree, however, the fast-diffusion approximation was a better alternative to the well-mixed model. This approximation bypasses having to solve the PDEs and thus saves computational effort. In future work, we wish to prove the stability of the steady state solutions, derive higher order correction factors to the perturbation expansion, and account for changes in growth rate as synthetic genes are expressed.
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